We present faster sequential and parallel algorithms for computing the solvent accessible surface area (ASA) of protein molecules. The ASA is computed by finding the der Waals' radius of the solvent molecule and to test the points for accessibility. We also provide error bounds as a function of the sample size. Experimental verification of the algorithms is carried out using an IBM SP-2.
Introduction
Proteins are responsible for virtually every function in living organisms. A protein is a chain of amino acid residues that naturally folds into a unique three-dimensional structure. The structure of a protein molecule is the principal factor that determines its function in living organisms. For example, the structure of a protein may be such that it can bind to itself, and create a multimer of protein molecules. The structure of a protein may enable it to bind to certain chemical compounds, and allow it to act as a catalyst in chemical reactions.
Thus, it is important to understand the structure of protein molecules.
The three-dimensional structure of a protein, also known as tertiary structure, can be determined using an experimental procedure known as X-ray crystallography. However, this method is complex, expensive and slow. The method requires the use of high energy X-ray generation equipment and it is a tedious and time-consuming task to decipher the structure from the electron cloud information obtained by experiments. The procedure is not very mechanical and each protein presents a different challenge. The tertiary structure of HIV-I reverse transcriptase, obtained through such an experimental procedure, is shown in Figure 1 .
A protein can be deformed by external conditions but once the external conditions are removed, the protein folds itself into its native three-dimensional structure. This lead to the belief that the structure of a protein molecule is determined by its sequence alone and that it may be computationally feasible to predict the structure given the amino acid sequence.
Many methodologies and algorithms have been developed for computationally determining protein folding ( [3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 30, 33, 34, 35] ). Most of these methods use some form of energy minimization. Each possible structure of a protein molecule has a free energy associated with it and the structure of the protein is determined by the configuration that minimizes this free energy. Knowledge-based rules and global minimization of free energy are used to search among the possible structures to determine the structure with the most stable energy state. As part of this method, the free energy of a given structure needs to be determined. One of the components that determines the free energy of a structure is its hydrophobic potential, which is proportional to the solvent accessible surface area (ASA) of the protein molecule.
The accessible surface area of a protein molecule is the cumulative surface area of the individual atoms that is accessible to a solvent molecule. Two atoms of the protein may be close enough that the solvent molecule cannot access the surface area of the atoms completely.
The atoms are modelled as spheres using their van der Waals' radii and the solvent molecule is modelled as a sphere as well. The solvent molecule can be reduced to a point by increasing the van der Waals' radii of all the atomic spheres by the van der Waals' radius of the solvent molecule. The problem is now abstracted as: Given n spheres, find the total surface area of the spheres that is accessible, i.e., the surface area that does not lie inside any other sphere.
Protein ASA computation is used in computational methods for protein folding [26] . Protein folding is considered to be the 'holy grail' problem of computational biology. The IBM Blue Gene project is aimed at building a 100,000 processor massively parallel computer to solve the problem of protein folding using molecular dynamics simulations. In computational methods for protein folding, the ASA computations have to be done for a large number of protein structures. Thus, parallel computation of the ASA can significantly speed up such computations. Note that, in general, the multiple ASA calculations can not be performed in parallel because the next structure to be studied is usually influenced by the ASA computation on the previous structure. Protein ASA computation is also useful for estimating the interaction free energy of a protein with solvent, in studies on protein stability and protein-protein interactions.
Computing protein ASA can be decomposed into two parts: Firstly, the set of spheres that intersect each sphere have to be determined. Secondly, we have to find the surface area of each sphere that is accessible, knowing the spheres that intersect it.
For the first part, a naive algorithm checks all pairwise intersections and takes O(n 2 ) time. The run-time is significantly reduced in practice by using a decomposition of the space containing the protein molecule and using the decomposition to reduce the number of pairs of spheres examined for possible intersection. However, the worst-case run-time of all the algorithms proposed so far remains O(n 2 ). For the second part, three different methods have been proposed. One method, due to Lee and Richards [13] , is to compute the ASA using numerical integration. The space is intersected by a plane parallel to the Z-axis, say z = h.
The spheres (may) intersect the plane in circles and the total accessible perimeter of the circles is computed. This is assumed to remain unchanged for a small perturbation of the plane by an amount δh. The accessible surface area between the planes z = h and z = h + δh is calculated. Total ASA is computed by a numerical integration along the Z-axis. Another method, due to Shrake and Rupley [29] , is to approximate the spheres by icosahedrons and to use pre-determined sample points for each sphere to approximate the accessible surface area. The third method, due to Richmond [27] , is a completely analytical method for directly computing the accessible surface area of a sphere knowing the spheres that intersect it. This method seems hard to use in practice.
The literature on parallel algorithms for ASA computation consists of efficient parallelizations of one of the methods described above. Suh et al. present efficient parallelizations of both the Lee and Richards method [32] and the Shrake and Rupley method [31] . These methods are further described in [16, 17] . These algorithms basically consist of finding the sphere intersections in parallel, followed by applying one of the methods described above for computing the ASA of each sphere. Because they are parallelizations of O(n 2 ) algorithms for computing sphere intersections, the worst-case run-time of these algorithms for computing the sphere intersections is O
. The problem of computing the individual ASA's for the n spheres is solved by allocating the spheres to the processors and a number of load balancing algorithms and mapping heuristics for this purpose have been studied and experimentally evaluated.
As the spheres in ASA calculations correspond to atoms in proteins, prior information is available which can be used to devise efficient algorithms. For instance, the atoms are of a few types (such as Carbon, Nitrogen etc.) whose radii information is known. Using such domain specific knowledge, we first show that the number of intersections per sphere is bounded by a constant, resulting in a total of O(n) intersections. We present O(n log n) time sort-based and O(n) expected time hash-based sequential algorithms for computing spherical intersections. We also present parallelizations of these algorithms that exhibit linear speed up with respect to the number of processors. A consequence of our result is -any mapping that distributes the n sphere ASA calculations equally to the p processors results in optimal worst-case parallel time. However, we advocate the use of a space-filling curve based heuristic to bring down the storage and running time requirements in practice. For computing the accessible surface area, we present a Monte Carlo algorithm that generates random points on the surface of each sphere and checks which of them are accessible. As the number of generated points increases, the ratio of accessible points to the total number of generated points approaches the fraction of the surface area that is accessible. The scheme has the additional advantage of being highly suitable for parallel computation. We also present error bounds as a function of the sample size. We developed parallel software for ASA computation and report experimental results on an IBM SP-2 parallel computer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the model of parallel computation we use and outline some primitives used by our parallel algorithms.
A bound on the number of sphere intersections is established in Section 3. Sequential and parallel algorithms for computing sphere intersections are given in Section 4 and Section 5.
In Section 6, we present a Monte Carlo approach to ASA estimation and prove error bounds as a function of the sample size. Experimental results are reported in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
Preliminaries

Model of Parallel Computation
Multiprocessor platforms have converged to an architecture consisting of a moderate number (ten to a few thousand) of fast and powerful processors connected by a high-speed communication network. Processors interact either through explicit message passing or through shared-address space. In either case, the memory is physically distributed with processors having fast access to only certain portions of the memory. In message-passing systems, the memory is divided equally among the processors. Each processor has access to its own local memory and accessing remote memory is done only though explicit message passing with the processor that owns it. Though the interconnection network topology determines the distance a message has to travel, this effect is marginalized by the typically large start-up costs, the moderate size of the machine and hardware routing techniques such as cut-through routing. Though contention is a problem in the presence of multiple messages and this depends on the bisection bandwidth of the network topology, the effect of contention is eased due to the presence of virtual channels and often the link bandwidth is higher than the In a shared address space architecture, the entire memory is directly accessible to all the processors. Because accessing memory over the interconnection network is expensive and may cause long delays due to contention, shared memory systems employ large caches and access memory in units of large blocks which are stored in local caches. However, multiple writes to the same block of data by different processors raises the cache coherency problem, which is handled by the hardware. This has the effect of serializing access to a block in presence of writes. Thus, performance degrades severely in presence of conflicting writes to the same block of data. In essence, the local caches act as distributed memory. Thus, the classic shared memory assumption that each processor can access a memory location in constant time does not hold good. In fact, a run-time analysis based on a distributed memory architecture often closely reflects the performance of shared address space architectures as well. For this reason, we will limit our run-time analysis to the distributed-memory model.
It should be stressed that the algorithms presented in this paper are applicable to other models of parallel computation, and often equally efficiently. This is because we use a few simple communication primitives such as reduction and all-to-all communication.
Primitive Operations
In the following, we describe the primitive parallel operations used in our algorithms. As these operations are well known, we briefly describe them and state the run-time, omitting the run-time analysis. For a detailed description and run-time analysis, see [11] . In what follows, p denotes the number of processors.
Reduce: In this operation, each processor has one data item and we are given a binary associative operator that operates on two data items and produces a result of the same type. The objective is to combine all the data using the operator. This operation takes
All-to-All Communication:
In this operation each processor sends a distinct message of size m to every processor. This operation takes O((τ + µm)p) time.
All-Gather:
Given an element of data on each processor, the All-Gather operation collects all the data and stores a copy of it in each of the processors. This can be accomplished in
Transportation Primitive: The transportation primitive performs many-to-many personalized communication with possibly high variance in message sizes. If the total length of the messages being sent out or received at any processor is bounded by t, the transportation primitive performs the communication using two all-to-all communications with a uniform message size of t p [25] .
Sorting: Using sample sort [11] in conjunction with bitonic sort for sorting splitters identified during sample sort, n elements can be sorted on p processors in O n log n p 
A Bound on Sphere Intersections
Proteins are chains of amino acid residues. There are 20 different amino acids, which are found in proteins. An examination of the composition of these amino acids reveals that the atoms found in most proteins are carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulphur. The solvent of interest in protein ASA computation is usually water. The van der Waals' radii of water and the atoms found in proteins are shown in Table 1 .
From the table, we see that the ratio of the largest van der Waals' radius to the smallest van der Waals' radius is a small constant. The atoms do not intersect originally. However, after the radius of each atom is increased by the radius of the solvent molecule, they may intersect. We use the word atom to denote an original atom and the word sphere to denote the sphere obtained by increasing the radius of the atom by the radius of the solvent molecule.
Number the atoms (and the corresponding spheres) 1, 2, . . . , n and let r i denote the radius in the sphere of radius r i + 2r j + 2r centered at C i . It follows that all atoms whose spheres may intersect sphere i must lie within the sphere of radius 5r max centered at C i . As the atoms may not intersect, the maximum number of atoms that may lie within this sphere is given by 4 3 π(5r max )
The bound can be further improved to 97.3α 3 by using a well-known fact from spherepacking that states that no packing of equal-sized spheres can have a density greater than 0.7784 [4, 15] .
The derivation of the bound described above, on the number of spheres that may intersect a given sphere, is conservative. Note that the value of r j is simultaneously taken to be the maximum possible (r max ) in the numerator and the minimum possible (r min ) in the denominator. A better bound can be obtained using a more precise calculation: First, observe that given a scenario of spheres of various atoms intersecting sphere i, another configuration can be designed with the same number of spheres intersecting sphere i, where each corresponding atom is the atom of the smallest radius r min . This can be done by replacing each atom of a different radius r j (centered at C j ) in the original configuration with an atom of radius r min centered on the line segment joining C i and C j at a distance of r j − r min from C j (Figure 2 ). Note that the new atom is completely inside the old atom, ensuring that the new configuration has the property that none of the atoms intersect.
Furthermore, all the atoms in the new configuration are completely contained within a sphere of radius r i + 2r min + 2r centered at C i . Thus, the maximum number of spheres that may intersect sphere i is the same as the maximum number of spheres of the smallest size that may intersect sphere i, and is
Letting r/r min = β and taking r i = r max , the maximum number of spheres intersecting any atom is
Substituting for specific values of α and β obtained from Table 1 , the number of intersections is bounded by 211, which is further reduced to 164 using the bound on the density of sphere packing [4, 15] .
This shows that the total number of spheres that may intersect a given sphere is bounded by a constant. Therefore, the total number of intersections is O(n), where n is the total number of atoms. The actual number of intersections for proteins is much less than this theoretical upper bound due to constraints imposed by the chemical bond structure.
Hash-based Algorithms
Sequential Algorithm
Without loss of generality, let [0, 
Choosing a small γ would decrease the maximum number of spheres at the expense of increasing the number of hash table accesses. An optimum value can be found by equating the two and solving the resulting quadratic equation in γ. For example, choosing γ = 2 reduces the constant to 413α 3 . Once again, the bound can be further improved to 321α 3 by using the result on sphere-packing [4, 15] . Note that the number of spheres that the algorithm checks for intersection are expected to be much less than the worst-case bound derived above. In fact, a slightly better bound can be obtained using a more precise calculation as in Section 3.
However, the formula for the number of hash table accesses is exact. Therefore, it makes sense to choose a value of γ that is favorable to the number of hash table accesses.
Parallel Algorithm
The parallel algorithm is a step-by-step parallelization of the sequential algorithm described in the previous subsection. For ease of presentation, we assume that n is a multiple of p.
Each processor is initially given Each processor scans through the list of atoms assigned to it and prepares entries for hash table insertion. For each entry, the processor which has ownership of this entry can be easily calculated. Each processor prepares p − 1 messages, one for every other processor.
The message to be routed to processor j contains the hash 
Sort-Based Algorithms
The algorithms presented so far use hashing, and have optimal expected run-times. If bounded worst-case run-times are desirable, hashing can be replaced with sorting and binary searches. In this section, we present sequential and parallel algorithms based on sorting to obtain good, worst-case running times.
Sequential Algorithm
As Runtime analysis: For each sphere, the algorithm performs 27 binary searches and for each sphere there are at most a constant number of spheres that are checked for intersection. As
the time for each binary search is O(log n), the running time of the algorithm is O(n log n).
In practice, the amount of work can be reduced by processing together spheres whose centers lie in the same cube.
Parallel Algorithm
A parallelization of the sequential algorithm described in the previous section together with some clever strategies to do multiple binary searches in parallel leads to a parallel algorithm that has O( n log n p ) worst-case running-time. However, the resulting algorithm is cumbersome, uses more communication and leads to higher constants in the run-time analysis than necessary. We present an alternative algorithm that is simpler, easier to implement and more communication-efficient. The main difference from the previous algorithms is that the individual spheres are no longer collected into cubes -rather, in somewhat of a dual fashion, the information about the cube containing each sphere is attached to the sphere itself. For ease of presentation, we assume that n is a multiple of p and the domain is implicitly partitioned The algorithm then sorts A in parallel using cube 3-tuples as keys. As a result, spheres whose centers are contained in the same cube now occupy consecutive positions in A. Each processor will now compute the ASA of the spheres stored in its section of sorted A. The general idea behind sorting is to let the same processor handle all spheres whose centers belong to the same cube, to potentially reduce the communication required. For large n,
To compute its portion of the ASA, P i requires information about spheres intersecting any sphere stored at P i . To accomplish this task efficiently, the following strategy is adopted:
Build an auxiliary array B of size 2p by gathering from each processor the 3-tuple of the cubes containing the centers of its first and last spheres. Array B is created using the AllGather primitive so that a copy of B is left at each processor. This requires O(τ log p + µp) time.
Processor P i then composes a message for each processor, requesting the information ).
In the previous algorithm, any ordering of the cube 3-tuples can be used to sort array A. Irrespective of the ordering, the algorithm has the same optimal worst-case performance.
However, the practical performance of the algorithm can be improved significantly by employing a distribution that preserves locality. Suppose we use an ordering that attempts to assign spheres in nearby cubes to the same processor. With such an ordering, most of the spheres that intersect spheres in a processor's portion of sorted A are found on the same processor. This reduces computation, communication and storage in the subsequent steps of the algorithm. Space-filling curves are often used to effect locality in parallel computation [2, 20, 24] , and these can be used to order our cube 3-tuples as well.
Space-filling curves are mappings from multidimensional points with integer coordinates to a one-dimensional ordering. The path implied in the multidimensional space by the linear Figure 3 : Z and Hilbert space-filling curves.
ordering, i.e. the sequence in which the multidimensional points are visited according to the linear ordering, forms a non-intersecting curve. Two such curves, the Z-curve [19] and the Hilbert curve [8, 23] , are shown in Figure 3 . Space-filling curves are known to have "proximity information" preserving properties [1, 10, 18] .
Surface Area Estimation
The accessible surface area of the protein molecule is computed by finding the accessible surface areas of the individual spheres and summing them. We compute the accessible surface area of a sphere as follows: Using the algorithms in Section 4 or 5, we have a list of spheres that intersect the sphere under consideration. Generate points uniformly at random on the surface of the sphere. For each point, check if it is inside any of the other spheres that intersect it. The ratio of the points that do not lie inside any sphere to the total number of points tested is an estimation of the accessible surface area of the sphere.
Let S i be the surface area of sphere i, A i be its accessible surface area and let A denote the cumulative accessible surface area. Suppose we generate m points uniformly at random on the surface of each sphere, for a total sample size of s = mn points. Let X i denote the number of points on sphere i, that are determined to be accessible. The accessible surface area of sphere i is computed to be
and the total accessible surface area is computed as
Note that the X i 's, ASA i 's and ASA are all random variables. The probability that a randomly generated point on sphere i turns out to be accessible is
. Define a random variable Y i,j to be 1 if the j th sample point on the i th sphere is accessible, and 0 otherwise.
It follows that
Therefore, the expected value of ASA i is
Similarly,
as desired. As X i is a binomially distributed random variable and ASA i is
By Chebyshev's inequality,
Recall that ASA i is the computed approximation to A i . We would like to ensure with high probability that the error in computing
From the previous equation, we require that
be smaller than a user supplied constant > 0 (1 − is usually called the confidence level). It follows that the required sample size per sphere is
. As expected, this sample size is inversely proportional to and δ 2 but it is also directly proportional to the ratio of the inaccessible surface area to the accessible surface area on the sphere. If the accessible surface area of a sphere is too small, an impractically large sample size may be required.
Note that if we fix m and , δ is large if the relative accessible surface area is small. The relative error parameter δ is given by
and with probability > 1 − , the absolute error is
The maximum value of absolute error occurs when A i = S i /2, and is
. Note that the corresponding relative error is quite small. In fact, for sphere i, if A i < S i /2, as the relative error grows larger, the absolute error becomes smaller. We can take advantage of this observation by focusing on the error in computing the total accessible surface area, instead of the error in computing the accessible surface area of each individual sphere.
Since the ASA i 's are independent random variables,
As discussed before, it is desirable if the sample size is a function of only the error tolerance and the confidence level. In order for this to happen,
should be bounded by a constant. Therefore, we require
, we require
A sufficient condition for the above equation to be true is
Therefore, the Monte Carlo method can be applied if the total cumulative accessible surface area is at least a guaranteed fraction of the total surface area and the sample size required varies as the inverse square of this fraction. Fortunately, for most protein molecules, the ratio of the cumulative accessible surface area to the total surface area is not too small.
Hence, the Monte Carlo method can be usefully applied.
It should be noted that the algorithm also computes the confidence level of the answer computed. The input to the algorithm is δ, the error tolerance parameter and the sample size per sphere m. The algorithm outputs the computed cumulative accessible surface area ASA, and the estimated probability that the error is no more than δA, given by
If a better probability is desired, the algorithm can be run with an increased sample size. parallel time, where s = mn is the total number of points generated. Finally, the computed partial accessible surface areas on the processors can be combined using a reduce operation in O((τ + µ) log p) time.
Experimental Results
Using the algorithms described in this paper, we implemented parallel software for computing the accessible surface area (ASA) of protein molecules. We used the parallel sort-based Table 2 : Information about the four proteins used for testing. Also shown are the estimated accessible surface areas and error bounds.
algorithm for computing spherical intersections and the Monte Carlo method for computing the ASA. In order to be communication-efficient, the following two strategies are adopted:
First, the cube 3-tuples are sorted using the Z space-filling curve. This helps preserve locality and spheres in nearby cubes are likely to be found on the same processor. Second, processors do not send requests on behalf of each sphere they contain, for spheres contained in neighboring cubes. Instead, each processor sends each cube it contains (perhaps partially)
to processors that should contain its neighboring cubes. This reduces the number of all-to-all communications required from two to one. Note that a neighboring cube may not exist and hence, a processor may receive unwanted information. As multiple neighboring cubes may belong to the same processor, duplicates are eliminated prior to communication. We used cubes of size 4r max . Each processor is made responsible for computing the ASA of spheres allocated to it as a result of parallel sorting. To randomly generate points on the surface of a sphere, a random value between −r and +r (r denotes the radius of the sphere under consideration) is selected for the z-coordinate, followed by a random angle between −π and +π.
The software is written in C and MPI, and run using an IBM SP-2 containing 4-way SMP nodes. It is evaluated using the following four proteins, whose structure data is taken from to it. For convenience, these proteins will be referred to as DNAse I, HIV-I RT, DNA helicase and cyclooxygenase-2, respectively. As is standard practice, hydrogen atoms are ignored in computing the ASA. Table 2 summarizes the protein data used in testing, their total surface areas and the estimated accessible surface areas using sample sizes of 200 and 2000. The last column shows the ASA as a percentage of the total surface area for each protein (for this, the ASA is estimated using a very large sample size of 100, 000 points per sphere). The data confirms that the Monte Carlo method can be successfully used. For each sample size, the minimum probability that the estimated ASA is within 1% of the correct ASA is shown.
Note that a larger percentage error may be made in estimating the ASA of an individual sphere. The bounds apply to the cumulative surface area. Table 3 : Run-times in seconds for computing the accessible surface area of cyclooxygenase-2.
The number of sample points used per sphere is denoted by m.
Monte Carlo method shows near perfect scaling for all four proteins. Note that this need not be the case because the actual number of intersecting spheres may vary considerably from sphere to sphere, even though the number of spheres intersecting each sphere is bounded by a large constant. Our experimental results indicate that allocating equal number of spheres per processor is sufficient to ensure near perfect load balancing. Adjusting the load based on the number of intersecting spheres of each sphere is unlikely to yield any benefit, especially in light of the overhead that will be incurred in doing so.
Conclusions and Future Research
The main contributions of our research are: 1) to show that the number of sphere intersections in the protein ASA problem is bounded by O(n), 2) optimal sequential and parallel algorithms for computing the sphere intersections, and 3) a Monte Carlo approach to estimating the ASA and the corresponding error analysis. These results are a significant improvement over earlier algorithms, which had O(n 2 ) sequential complexity and O n 2 p parallel complexity. Our algorithm for computing sphere intersections can be used with any method for computing protein ASA, including our Monte Carlo method, Lee and Richards method [13] , and the Shrake and Rupley method [29] .
An interesting aspect of our algorithms is the provably optimal run-time and the absence of any necessity to perform dynamic mapping or load balancing. Computation of the protein ASA appears to be an irregularly structured problem, and all the parallel algorithms designed so far use dynamic load balancing strategies based on heuristics. Our research results indicate that, contrary to popular belief, it may be possible to design parallel algorithms to solve seemingly "irregular" problems in a regular manner (see also [28] ).
In our error analysis of the Monte Carlo approach, we show that the absolute error in estimating the ASA of a sphere for a given confidence level, is a function of the sample size and the ASA of the sphere. This raises an interesting possibility of using different sample sizes for different spheres with the goal of reducing the total absolute error. 
